LAMP Digitization Projects

LAMP supports the digital reformatting of material that adheres to its mission and scope (preservation of scholarly material from or relating to Latin America, not readily available to North American scholars). Traditionally, LAMP has concentrated on preservation of newspapers, journals, monographs, and archival materials.

LAMP does not support equipment purchases, but will support reasonable costs related to organization, description, preparatory conservation work, scanning, presentation of materials, and devices to store the resulting files. LAMP encourages the use of existing digitization capacity of partner institutions. While the building of digitization capacity at Latin American partner institutions is not part of LAMP’s primary goals, support for reasonable efforts in capacity building that are an integral part of a digitization project may be considered by LAMP.

Proposals to LAMP should adhere to appropriate current best practices in terms of selection, conversion, metadata, and access. Projects should be well-planned and where possible benefit from lessons learned in digital project manuals or comparable existing projects. See list of resources for digitization standards and digitization project management attached at the end of this document.

The LAMP project proposal should include an explanation of any deviations from the principles listed below:

- The original project material is in a format that be easily digitized.
- The proposed digitization process will capture the full intellectual content of the source materials.
- The material is either in the public domain, or permission to digitize has been secured from the copyright holder.
- The proposed technical specifications will reflect the recommendations described in the standards resources cited in this document.
- Metadata will be created in accordance with best practices, so that it will provide access to specific images or text files, and may be interoperable with the OAI-PMH (Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting) standards in order to allow for harvesting of the data whenever possible.
- All LAMP sponsored projects should be made available freely via the Internet.

A copy of the digitized materials and metadata will be deposited at CRL, which will be granted a non-exclusive license to ensure the long-term retention and maintenance of the digital files, as well as rights to display these files on its own servers or through partner institutions. CRL will neither engage in nor permit for-profit uses of these files.

Any successfully funded proposal will be subject to additional terms and conditions in the Center for Research Libraries Terms and Conditions of Award document.
Proposal Guidelines

Please include the following sections in your proposal

I. Narrative

Title & Abstract
Please provide a brief description of your proposal. This should include information about the resources to be digitized, their provenance, scholarly value, and reasons for digitization. Please include basic bibliographic information, such as publisher, date of publication, author, etc. and whether the contents are unique to your institution or held by other institutions, including North American holdings. Describe other preservation/digitization efforts related to this material.

Content
Further describe the content proposed for digitization.
- What kinds of materials will be digitized (e.g. print, photographs, audio, video, realia, etc.)? Provide data on numbers of pages, images, etc.
- What are the physical characteristics of the original material (size, color, volume)?
- What is the condition of the material? Is the content brittle or otherwise endangered?
- What provisions are in place for conservation work in anticipation of digital reformatting, or for the potential loss of content during the digitization process?

Copyright / Permissions
Describe any issues regarding the intellectual property of the content.
- Is the material in the public domain?
- If not, who owns the copyright?
- Have you secured permission from the copyright holder to make these freely accessible? Please provide documentation of appropriate authorization by the copyright holder.
- Will you assign rights to LAMP to store, access, and reproduce the material for other not-for-profit purposes, in accordance with the Terms and Conditions?

Conversion Procedure
Describe the means by which you propose to digitize the material.
- Describe the facilities that will be used for digitization, and the appropriateness of the equipment to the format and condition of the material.
- What specifications do you propose using to convert the material? Include details such as resolution, file format, file sizes, etc.
- What quality control will be used to ensure best practices are adhered to throughout the conversion process?
- If OCR is generated, will it be edited or uncorrected?
**Metadata**
Describe method of creating and providing access to metadata for the digitized files.

- What metadata standard will be used?
- At which level will the metadata be applied?
- Who will prepare the metadata?
- Will MARC bibliographic records be created?
- Will the metadata be harvestable using OAI-PMH standards?

**Added-Value Features**
Describe any proposed products beyond digital image files. For instance:

- Will text files be made searchable via the application of Optical Character Recognition software or double-keying?
- Will searchable text files be marked up in accordance with specific schema?
- Will numerical files be rendered in forms suitable for statistical manipulation?
- Will cartographic and related materials include geospatial referencing?

**Access**
Describe how the users will access the data.

- What delivery system do you propose to use?
- In what format will the files be delivered?
- Will the data be freely available on the internet? If not, what limitations to access will be in place for this data (and why)?
- What search and browse capabilities will be used to access the data?
- Will the metadata allow for easy harvesting of data?

**Archiving**
Describe terms for the preservation and ongoing maintenance of content.

- What is your process for sustained preservation of the files?
- Will the data be archived at any location(s) other than CRL?
- How will you deliver the files to CRL?
- What will you do with the original source material?

**II Plan of Work**
A detailed workplan should include an estimated schedule for the digitization project, broken down by the phases of the project (selection, permissions, preparation, conversion and quality control, metadata creation, delivery, preservation, etc). The workplan should also include information about the staffing needed to complete all aspects of the project.

**III. Budget**
A detailed budget should include estimated costs for the digitization project, broken down by the phases of the project. The budget should include any project support requested of LAMP, as well as expected from sources other than LAMP.
Digitization Standards Resources


*Copyright Term and the Public Domain in the United States.* Peter Hirtle, Cornell Copyright Information Center. 2008 [http://www.copyright.cornell.edu/training/Hirtle_Public_Domain.htm](http://www.copyright.cornell.edu/training/Hirtle_Public_Domain.htm)


Digitization Project Management Resources
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